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A lack of suitable models for wood-based
members and connections under a combination
of force and fire is creating an impediment to the
design and construction of tall wood buildings
(Chen, Karacabeyli, & Lum, 2017). An advanced
modelling tool, WoodST, has been developed at
FPInnovations to accurately and comprehensively
simulate the structural behaviour of timber
structures under force, fire or both (Chen, Ni, &
Dagenais, 2018). WoodST is capable of calculating
heat transfer, charring rate, load-displacement
curve as well as the time and mode of failure of
timber structures exposed to fire, thus providing
a cost-competitive solution for the fire safety
analysis of timber structures. This InfoNote briefly
introduces the development and verification of
WoodST. Two applications of WoodST are also
demonstrated.

influences the mechanical performance, occur in woodbased members and connections.

Development of Wood
Wood is an anisotropic material. Its stiffness and strength
properties vary as a function of grain orientation in the
longitudinal (L), radial (R), and tangential (T) directions. The
failure modes and stress-strain relationships of wood
depend on the direction of load relative to grain and the
type of load (tension, compression, or shear). As illustrated
in Figure 1, the stress-strain relationship is typically linear
and the failure is brittle for wood in tension and in shear,
while the stress-strain relationship is typically nonlinear and
the failure is ductile for wood in compression. Under fire
conditions, a complex physical-chemistry reaction including
moisture migration, transient thermal creep, formation of
char, shrinking and cracking of charcoal, which greatly

Figure 1. Typical stress-strain behaviour of wood. Note: σio = axial
strength in i direction; σio,T and σio,C = tensile and compressive
strength in i direction; σijo = shear strength in i-j plane; Ni and ni =
parameters to determine initial and final ultimate yield surface,
respectively; εLo = initial damage strain for compression parallel to
grain; εRo and εTo = initial second hardening strain for compression
perpendicular to grain.
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An advanced modelling tool called WoodST has been
developed by FPInnovations to evaluate the structural (S)
and thermal performances (T) of timber and connections
subjected to forces and fire (Chen, Ni, Dagenais, & Kuan,
2020). This unique constitutive model combines a few
specific mechanics-based sub-models:
• Elastic properties simplified in the form of
orthotropic linear elasticity;
• Extended Yamada–Sun strength criteria utilized to
judge the brittle failure and ductile yielding in
different directions and stress conditions;
• A strain-based damage evolution developed to
describe the post-peak softening of brittle failure
in tension and shear;
• A plastic-flow and a hardening law established
based on the extended Yamada–Sun strength
criteria to depict the plastic stress-strain
relationship of ductile yielding in compression;
• A strain-based hardening evolution developed to
implement the second hardening (densification)
under compression perpendicular to the grain; and
A multilinear reduction (k-ρ-c) model adopted to reflect the
influence of fire on the mechanical behavior of wood-based
materials.

at 30.5 min. Because the predicted time of failure is within
10% of the actual time of failure (33.7 min), it is deemed
that the computer model can reasonably predict the
behaviour given the nature of a fire event

(a)

Verification I: An LVL Beam
A simply supported LVL beam with a cross section of 89 x
241 mm loaded by two-point load with a total of 16.8 kN
(50% of allowable stress ratio) tested under ASTM E119 fire
condition was selected as the first verification case (Chen et
al., 2020). A one-quarter finite element (FE) model of the
beam (Figure 2a) was developed using ABAQUS.
Symmetrical boundaries were assigned to the left end and
the back of the model, while standard time-temperature
curve of ASTM E119 was applied to the side and bottom,
replicating a 3-side fire exposure. The FE model was simply
supported on the right end.
A coupled fire-structure analysis was performed using
WoodST. The displacement of the LVL beam increased with
time and rising temperature as shown in Figure 2b. During
the analysis, the exterior elements at the side and bottom
were charred first and then removed. While the stresses
increased due to the gradual reduction of the cross section,
the wood strengths decreased because of the elevated
temperature. The FE model failed in brittle mode in the
longitudinal direction when the strength criterion was met.
The analysis predicted that failure (Figure 2c) indicated by
the abrupt change in displacement (Figure 2b) would occur

(b)

(c)
Figure 2. Modelling of an LVL beam: a) One-quarter FE model; b)
Deflection-time curve; and c) Failure mode.

Verification II: A Glulam Bolted Connection
A wood-steel-wood connection, consisting of 130 x 190 mm
glulam members, four bolts, and a 9.5-mm thick steel plate,
loaded by a constant axial tensile load of 11.5 kN (10% of
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the ultimate load-carrying capacity at ambient conditions)
tested under CAN/ULC S101 fire condition was selected as
the second verification case (Chen et al., 2020). A oneeighth FE model of the connection (Figure 3a) was
developed using ABAQUS. Symmetrical boundaries were
assigned to the front of the glulam, the left end, the front
and bottom of the steel plate, and the bottom of the bolts,
while the standard time-temperature curve of CAN/ULC
S101 was applied to the top and back of the model,
replicating a 4-side fire exposure.

(a)

Figures 3b and 3c show the cross-sectional views of residual
glulam with and without bolt holes from the FE analysis and
the cuts of the residual test specimen at 25.5 min. The gray
part in the contour represents the charred wood when the
temperature is over 300°C. The heat transfer model gave a
good prediction of the residual wood dimensions compared
to the test results.
The axial displacement of the connection increased with
time and rising temperature as shown in Figure 4a. The
displacement started to increase significantly after 10 min
in the test. This was because the modulus of elasticity of
the wood around the bolts decreased significantly owing to
the heat transferred by the bolts. As the temperature
increased, the cross-sectional area of the glulam member
gradually reduced, and the stresses around the holes
increased accordingly, while the strength of the wood
decreased owing to the elevated temperature. The
connection model failed in wood crushing mode in the bolt
holes in the longitudinal direction (Figure 4b). The
connection model predicted that failure indicated by the
abrupt change in the displacement (Figure 4a) would occur
at 25.5 min, which was within 10% of the actual test result
(28.0 min).

(b)

(a)

(c)
Figure 3. Modelling of a bolted glulam connection: a) One-eighth
FE model; b) Residual cross section at A-A section (FE analysis vs
test); and c) Residual cross section at B-B section (FE analysis vs
test).

(b)
Figure 4. Modelling results: a) Deflection versus time of
connection; and b) charring and failure of glulam.
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Application I: OSB-web I-joists
Because of the limited thickness, OSB web is considered as
the weak link in prefabricated I-joists exposed to fire.
WoodST was used to evaluate and improve the fire
performance of OSB webs of prefabricated wood I-joists in
support of US fire resistance requirements of unprotected
residential floors (Dagenais & Chen 2019). With this
modelling tool, only small-scale OSB specimens with various
protection options (Figure 5a) were required to be tested
for characterizing the residual strength as a function of
various times of fire exposure, which was then used as
model input data. The fire resistance of the whole I-joists
with different web protections were thereafter predicted
with great accuracy by conducting coupled fire-structure
analysis (Figure 5b), without conducting costly full-scale fire
tests.

was used to evaluate the fire performance of wood-frame
floors in support of the applicability of CSA O86 fire
resistance design method for structural wood elements
thinner than 70 mm with 3 sides exposed to fire (Dagenais
& Chen 2020). Figure 6a shows a one-half FE model for a 2 x
8 joist with assigned subfloor under 50% of allowable stress
ratio exposed to CAN/ULC S101 fire. The initial charring
stage and final failure stage of the model are shown in
Figures 6b and 6c, respectively. The results from the FE
analysis demonstrate that current provisions in CSA O86 are
applicable to wood-frame joists in unprotected floors.

(a)

Figure 6. Modelling of wood-frame floor: a) One-half FE model; b)
Charring stage; and c) Failure stage.

Conclusions
(b)
Figure 5. a) 9.5 mm OSB exposed to flame; b) One-quarter FE
model for OSB-web I-joist.

Application II: Light wood-frame floors
Due to the limitations set forth in CSA O86 and NBCC, the
structural fire resistance of light wood-frame floors can be
determined by either conducting costly full-scale fire tests
or using the Component Additive Method in NBCC. WoodST

An advanced modelling tool, WoodST, has been developed
for fire safety analysis of timber structures. It is
demonstrated that this advanced modelling tool can predict
the structural response of LVL beams, glulam bolted
connections, OSB-web I-joist and wood-frame floors under
forces and fire conditions with an accuracy acceptable to
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design practitioners (i.e., within 10% of test data). The
developed modelling tool can:
• Fill the gap in terms of suitable models for timber
connections, which is an impediment for the
design and construction of tall wood buildings;
• Provide a cost-effective simulation solution
compared to costly experimental solutions; and
• Significantly reduce the cost and shorten the time
for the development and/or optimization of new
wood-based products and connections.
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